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1 Introduction 

For an updated Service Definition and to download case studies - www.free-rein.net/g-cloud  

Free Rein provides a full range of services to support public sector organisations in the area of digital 
content design, planning, creation, production and maintenance for websites and social media.  

Free Rein’s services in this area include:- 

• Digital Content Strategy 

• Digital content migration and transition management 

• Social media and user-generated content management 

• Digital content maintenance and management 

• Web editing, copywriting and content design. 

2 Key Features 

2.1 Digital content strategy 

Free Rein's digital content strategy service supplies editorial personnel with a wide experience of 

developing web content strategy for organisations including central and local government. 

Free Rein's editorial personnel work collaboratively with client organisations and project teams to design 
the content strategy approach that best fits the wider aims of the organisation.  

Content strategy delivery may well include an audit of existing content against detailed criteria. It can also 
include gap analysis, competitor analysis, user needs and user experience research, product analysis and 

systems analysis.  

The content strategy deliverables will clearly show the route to successful delivery of the content itself, 
through transformation or rationalisation process and on into business as usual.   

2.2 Digital content migration and transition management 

Free Rein has expertise in the migration of content for websites of any size – from a few pages to tens of 

thousands. We provide a fully quality-assured process with bespoke tracking and reporting so that clients 

can easily follow the progress of their content into the new system. 

Free Rein can take responsibility for delivering all aspects of the content transformation and will work 
collaboratively with the client team and other stakeholders delivering their own specialist aspects of the 
transformation. We excel at working closely with developers and technical teams and working iteratively 

within an agile environment.  

A range of auxiliary deliverables can be supplied as required for a particular project, including: 

• Information architecture 

• Transaction design 

• User needs analysis 

• User experience advice 

• Manuals and business processes 

Transformation is not restricted to websites – Free Rein can supply specialists who can plan across 
channels and integrate processes around social media into coherent and effective processes.  

http://www.free-rein.net/g-cloud
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2.3 Social media and user-generated content management 

Free Rein's social media and user-generated content management service supplies experienced 
personnel for forum and discussion-board moderation, whether pre-moderated or post-moderated. We 
also supply social media monitoring and interaction for LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and other channels.  

Free Rein can design strategy, protocols and business processes, including escalation procedures, around 
interactive and user-generated content prior to implementation.  

2.4 Digital content maintenance and management 

Free Rein's content management service supplies experienced editorial personnel to maintain the 
content of Government and public-sector websites. 

Our analysis feeds into the design of robust content maintenance processes, designed to keep content up 

to date, relevant, accurate and consistent across the client's web domain. 

2.5 Web editing, copywriting and content design 

Free Rein's web editing and content design service supplies experienced editorial personnel to maintain 

the content of Government and public-sector websites. 

All of our editors and content designers have a full breadth of professional editing skills, from formatting 

and layout to copywriting, proofreading and metadata application. They have experience on a wide range 
of CMSs’ and are quick to learn new ones. 

3 Cost and Service Parameters 

Pricing 

See the SFIA Rate Card attached to the G-Cloud submission. 

Time spent on website content design, development and maintenance support can vary between 0.5 and 

2 days work per month depending on the level of support required and the complexity of a website or 
campaign.  

Our costs are based on our Enable rate of £720 per day on the SFIA Rate Card. 

Please note: retainers agreed for six months or over drop to the lower Apply rate of £640 per day on the 
SFIA Rate Card. 

Service management details 

We can provide website moderation and user support services on a project and/or retainer basis 
depending on the level of your requirements.  
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4 Supporting Case Studies 

These are a few highlights of the support or managed service projects we have developed and supported. 

Business Events Finder – GDS and BIS 

Free Rein developed Events Finder initially for Business Link to Impact Level 3 security standards and 
managed to transfer into Business Events Finder and onto Free Rein’s own hosting for GDS in October 

2012. With the closure of Business Link, Free Rein took on the Event Organiser on boarding, validation and 
training, user support and moderation of all events through to this tender being advertised. 

During the four months we have simplified the training, suggested improvements to the qualification and 
moderation rules and processes – aimed at streamlining the scheme, reducing cost per Organisation and 

opening the doors to wider adoption by public and private sector. This last element has been held back 

pending clarification on future plans. 

The team has improved its proactive approach during the period and is keen to take greater control once 
the new criteria are agreed and the longer-term plans for the service are defined. The team can operate 
independently and remove any previously required supervisory demand on BIS resources. 

The solution has public facing websites for UK, Wales and Northern Ireland all driven from the same 

underlying database. A multi-language version was launched at the end of 2014 with Welsh as the initial 
variant. 

BT Major Customers (BT Wholesale and BT Business) 

Project was to design, develop, build and support a solution to replace seven existing and disparate 

events management systems with a common platform. It had to meet the requirements of marketing and 

product managers (as well as the sales teams), required least change in each departments’ processes and 

brought greater control and flexibility moving towards complete campaign management.  

The business was targeting BTs 160,000 largest customers at very senior levels, supporting 30 sector 

marketing managers, 40 product managers and a sales team of 400 specialists. The support demands 
initially were a challenge as each manager needed an on-demand service to meet very tight deadlines 
they had set themselves. 

We approached the project as a “clean slate” to get the best fit with the client’s organisation and 
processes, to minimise the demands on people resource and put everything at the finger-tips of the event 

managers and stake holders. The result was a new company process built on best practice from a number 
of departments starting with the Finance sector team. 

Processes were refined through a four year period and client given greater control in selected areas where 

they were comfortable and some removed to simplify the creation process. This gave us a core system 

early on which could be translated and configured to meet BT Wholesale and BT Business requirements 

with their own systems. Two full event management systems with integrated email broadcast and CRM 
database tracking response profile.  

Support was again in partnership with Jacob Bailey to the product, marketing and event managers 

though their working styles and support needs were slightly different (BT Wholesale required webinar 
training, BT Business was cascade training and support). Both were adaptations of the Major Customer 

system for the significantly different audiences, market size and engagement processes for Wholesale 
(dealing with, for example, Colt Telecom and Virgin and O2) and Business (SMEs – significantly more 
events and venues around the country) 
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Intercontinental Hotel Group 

Event management system supporting hotel owner events through Europe, Middle East and Africa 

including conference bookings, break-out sessions, airport transfers, hotel booking and special evening 
events. The company’s new brand launch managed 5 two-day overlapping conferences taking the whole 
Farnborough site. Free Rein managed the user support and was asked to manage the full finance process 

(online payments) with bookings averaging between £1500 and £3000 each for 6500 people. Free Rein 

additionally provided direct telephone and email support to the IHG franchisees with the largest 
portfolios – requiring extended hours as well has close contact with the event team themselves managing 
booking, transfer and hotel changes up to the last minute. 

This was the first time the Free Rein team had dealt with such a large group (15,000 people initially 

targeted) with a diverse range levels of English, and Internet speeds. The team rose to the challenge and 

went far beyond original plans. We had to bring in new processes when we took on the financial 

management and significant changes to our internal security practices and rules. 

IHG came directly to Free Rein for the following EMEA conference and we are now in discussions regarding 
a system that can handle all their franchisee events and work with their offices across the world. 

The key differentiates that IHG liked about Free Rein are the rapid response, the responsive service, that 

we treat their clients as carefully as our own and that they can clearly identify a positive ROI. 

One thing Free Rein learned was the variation in dealing with people of many nationalities, how they 

respond to different triggers (email, letters and telephone) and to adapt systems to work with areas of 
poor Internet, telephone and fax connections. 

Suffolk Agricultural Association (managed service) 

The SAA runs the annual Suffolk Show a number of lesser events and a full conference facility. Free Rein 

developed a number of websites in support of their services with integrated email broadcast and event 
management.  

The team at SAA is small and has periods (during the Show and leading up to Christmas) where their 
resources are considerably stretched. Free Rein initially took on the search and social media marketing 

showing substantial growth in advance online ticket sales. SAA then asked for additional assistance in 
managing all their digital marketing such that Free Rein provides support to both Show and Conference 

teams and their sub-contractors and conference clients. SAA prefers and relies on close personal contact 

we the Free Rein team can work quickly and in “short hand” with our understanding of their business. 

Suffolk Chamber of Commerce (Social) 

Again starting with a single website build, Free Rein’s role expanded to set up and manage their digital 
presence handing over working elements (e.g. LinkedIn Group) as they matured and had developed their 

own work flow. The Chamber have a single member of staff managing digital comms and two others 
running events. Free Rein supports both teams directly and has a contract to manage their search 

promotion. 

Free Rein has been drawn more closely into their business over the past 6 years such that Tony Addison is 
now a Director of the Chamber and helps run the Chamber Council (reps from the 10 town chambers) and 

Free Rein now supports four of these who are now affiliated to the County Chamber. 

Suffolk County Council (Part managed service) 

Free Rein provides a number of systems to Suffolk County ranging from 2012 legacy team, public 
transport and community transport services and environmental support systems. In each case the teams 
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are small and use Free Rein either on an ad hoc or contract support service operating to either the SCC 

team or directly to their users as in the case of the transport systems.  

This service is due to be relaunched with a new fully interactive public transport system which has real-
time data exchange on timetables, road work delays from Highways, accident reports and, shortly, 
tracked buses on the online maps. It is intended that the site visitors should then be almost entirely self-

sufficient. A case of Free Rein adding value that designs our support team out of the system. 

West Sussex County Council (Part managed service) 

Free Rein has built three systems for West Sussex covering recycling, gardening and composting, and 
lastly waste prevention The last two were migrated to a social enterprise which has unfortunately since 
run into financial problems and has struggled for two of its three years in existence. 

Free Rein provided support in running the websites, managing the online element of events and 

newsletters and more recently sourcing and managing website content. Free Rein has provided very close 

support during the recent year while the social enterprise folded and the Council brought the services 
back in house. We are shortly to launch another new recycling website for their Biffa services 


